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Corporate details of the applicant (the "Company")
Beneficiary
Amount and time of expiry
The guarantee amount shall be
 reduced with
after
Form of Guarantee (choose one alternative)
Type of Guarantee (choose one alternative)
Direct/Indirect guarantee (choose one alternative)
Guarantee text
Rules (Rules as regards Demand guarantees/Standby Letters of Credit)
In the event no alternative has been filled out the undersigned admits that SEB may apply the rules URDG758 for Demand guarantees and ISP98 for 
Standby Letters of Credit.
Advance payment/Retention guarantee - Specify account no
When the application is for an Advance Payment/Retention guarantee and URDG 758 is applicable please specify account number in SEB for the crediting of the advance payment/retention amount:
Sending (if no alternative is chosen, SEB will send the Guarantee to the Company)
Underlying relationship
Contract No or other reference on the underlying relationship
Please note that a copy of the entire contract must be enclosed to an application for a suretyship/accessory guarantee.
Other instructions
Fees, costs and commissions
Account maintained with SEB Branch processing the application for debiting of fees, costs and commisions.
The fees, costs and guarantee commissions based on this application will be debited the Company's account specified above. If no account is specified, the Bank may debit any of the Company's account(s) with the Bank. The Bank may convert the amount into the currency of the relevant account at the selling rate of the currency in question applied by the Bank on the date of conversion. If the Company does not have an account with the Bank an invoice will be sent out to the Company's address stated above and the invoicing cost applied by the Bank from time to time will be added.
Signatures
Access code (must be supplied if the application is sent by fax or e-mail)
The Bank's annotations
Sending instructions (Applicable for SEB Branch)
Describe the collateral:
Credit decision
Above guarantee
Digipass code
Appendix to ApplicationGuarantee formSuretyship/Accessory guarantee is a form of a guarantee that is dependent on the underlying relationship and where the guarantor has the same right as the applicant to object to a claim. Demand guarantees and Standby Letters of Credit are forms of guarantees where the guarantor is obliged to pay under the guarantee to the beneficiary on its first demand (on condition that the demand is correctly presented). Demand guarantees should be governed by ICC Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees, URDG 758, and Standby Letters of Credit should be governed by International Standby Practices, ISP98.Guarantee typeThere are many different types of guarantees and it is important that the guarantee type is appropriate for your needs. Examples of guarantees are Bid bond, Advance payment guarantee, Performance guarantee, Retention guarantee and Warranty guarantee. For support please visit seb.se or sebgroup.com where you can find our Trade Finance brochures with further information regarding the guarantee types. You are also welcome to contact your contact person in SEB or SEB Trade Finance Support.Direct and Indirect guaranteesDirect guarantees (also called 3-party guarantees since there are three parties involved in the transaction) are issued directly to the Beneficiary and any demand will be received by the guarantor (SEB) from the Beneficiary directly. Some Beneficiaries, often in other countries, prefer the guarantee to be local and issued by their own bank in their own country. In that case SEB will issue a counter guarantee to the designated foreign bank, asking it to issue a local guarantee (also called 4-party guarantee). Any demand will be placed by the Beneficiary to their local bank and the local bank will then claim SEB under the counter guarantee. When SEB has issued a counter guarantee a reclamation period will be added, in most cases 15 or 30 days after the expiry of the local guarantee.
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